which is the relationship?

Seminar of the course 'circular design', part of the 'circular city studio' in the MS 'Urban Planning for Transition'. Four researchers in design will discuss with the students about the relationships between food, city and sustainability, which is the main topic of the course this year.

9>9.30 welcome & introduction by professor of the course
Chiara Battistoni Ph.D.
9.30>10 Chiara Remondino Ph.D. Systemic Innovation Design for Food
10>10.30 Alessandra Savina Ph.D. Circular Economy for the Agri-food Systems in the Urban Territory: the Case Study of FUSILLI European Project
10.30>11 Carolina Giraldo Nohra Ph.D. Systemic Design as policy design tool for the Circular City
11>12 Q&A session